
 

My Nationalism –  
Researching Your Own Culture 

For this assignment, you will be investigating your own heritage and culture as well one of the cultures 

around the world. The purpose of your investigation is to find out more about yourself, your family and your 

ethnicity. You will have multiple steps to complete for this assignment.  

 

Part # 1 – Answer the following questions with the help of a family member (10 Points) 

(Type in full complete sentences; 12 pt font Times New Roman Double Spaced On top left: Name, class 

period, and date; Top Middle: Title) MICROSOFT WORD 

1. What nationality/nationalities are you? (German, Irish, Ethiopian, Polish, Cuban?) 

2. Who was the first member of your family to immigrate to the United States? (Parents, grandparents?) 

Where did they come from (name of city if known or just country/region), when (year is ok or just 

estimate of time ex. 1940 or 1800’s) and why (as detailed an explanation as possible) did they come to 

America? ***If your family does not know this answer please talk about when your family came to 

Illinois and the specific reason why they chose to come here*** 

3. Do you or anyone in your family speak a different language fluently? If yes, what language? What are 

3 common phrases and what do they mean? If no, what language do you wish you spoke fluently and 

why? Look up 3 common phrases in that language and what they mean.  

4. What is the meaning/history behind your last name?  (Do some research on ancestry.com/google 

search/google translate to find out the answer to this) I.E. Hoch means ‘high up’ in German and it was 

also a nickname given to a tall person in Germany. If you have the last name Smith that was given to 

Blacksmiths. Did you already know this or was this new information?  What do you think of the 

meaning of your last name?  

5. What cultural customs does your family participate in that reflects your culture? (holidays, traditions, 

food, superstitions) (Example:  Every Christmas we hide a pickle ornament in the tree and the first one 

to find it gets a small gift. This is a German tradition that originated…Every Thanksgiving we have 

sauerkraut as a side dish because it is commonly eaten in Germany) Explain a little about each and its 

meaning. (Include at least THREE with explanations) 

6. What do most people think they know about your nationality and what is the reality? What stereotypes 

exist? They can be good or bad. (i.e. – I am Irish so I must like potatoes.  I actually do like potatoes...) 

(at least TWO stereotypes, if they are true or not, and explanations) 

 

Part # 2 – Research a nationality (Choose to research ONE country in the world.  It can be one of your 

nationalities or a random country you think is interesting) (20 points) OPTIONS: MICROSOFT 

WORD/POWERPOINT/POSTER 

Nationalism is the intense devotion to one’s nation.  It is the belief that nations benefit greatly by acting 

independently rather than being controlled by a larger nation.  You will be required to research several aspects 

(see below) of how nationalism is portrayed within the country of your choice.  You will then have to display 

your information through one of three mediums: poster, Power Point or essay/paper. Regardless of your choice, 

this will be an independent assignment. You must research and include the following to incorporate into your 

assignment: 

1) Territory-  

a. How large is your country?  (Total square miles/square km)  

b. Describe where in the world is it located? (Ex. Continent, neighboring countries, area is 

comparative to ex. Smaller than Pennsylvania. etc.) INCLUDE A MAP 

c. What is the current population of your country and country rank compared to the world?   

d. Describe the geography/terrain of your country. (Land type, island, mountains, desert etc.?) 

e. What is the weather/climate of your country like? (Arid, humid, monsoons?)  



2) Include your country’s flag- brief history of flag (when it was created/why), explain what the symbols 

on the flag represents (eagle/wheel/leaf) as well as the colors with what they represent (ex. blue=body of 

water nearby, white=independence/freedom). INCLUDE A PICTURE OF THE FLAG  

3) History-  

a. What year did your country become an independent nation?   

b. Who are some key figures/people/groups that helped the country gain a sense of nationalism 

and what did they do to gain independence/officially become a country?  

c. How did they gain their independence/became a nation? EXPLAIN. 

4) What language(s) are spoken in your nation? If more than one is spoken in this country, what 

percentages of people speak the various languages?  

5) Government/capital- what type of government do they have and who is their current leader? Where is 

their capital?  

6) Religion-  

a. What religious beliefs are dominant in the nation?   

b. If more than one religion is practiced in this country, what percentages of people practice the 

various languages?  

7) Symbols-What symbols does the nation have to give it a sense of nationalism?  Include monuments, 

statues, buildings, and/or physical features. (AT LEAST 2 symbols with descriptions) Example: US: 

Statue of Liberty.  This represents… or the Bald Eagle.  This represents…  

8) What is the culture like?  Explain and include pictures for each of the categories.  

a. What food do they eat? Describe at least TWO specific dishes eaten in the country.  

b. What traditional clothing do they wear? Include at least one item for females and at least one 

for males (Describe them and include pictures)  

c. What are THREE traditions/holidays/festivals that they celebrate that are unique to their 

country? (Describe them in depth and include pictures)  
 

Part # 3 – Artifact/Paragraph explaining artifact (15 points) MICROSOFT WORD 

• You must bring in (if item is very large/fragile you may take a picture to show, but you cannot get a 

picture from the internet) one artifact/physical item that reflects something about either your 

culture/nationality OR the one you researched. 

• In a paragraph (minimum 5 sentences) explain what your artifact is and how it represents your 

culture or nationality or about the country you chose. (If you are bringing in food please include the 

recipe as well) 

• (IT MAY BE FOOD THAT REPRESENTS YOUR CULTURE!! PLEASE AVOID RECIPES WITH 

NUTS AND STORE BOUGHT ITEMS!) 

 

Part #4- Citations MICROSOFT WORD (5 points) 

• You must CITE ALL OF YOUR SOURCES!  At least THREE sources (only credible sources) on a 

separate Works Cited Page.  Use either Easybib or Knightcite to cite your sources*** 

o Single Spaced and manually add space between citations 

o ABC Order (alphabetical order)  

o Hanging Indents (Paragraph>Indentation Special>Hanging) 

o Minimum 3 sources 

o You do not need to cite pictures 

 

Suggested Sites: Complete a Google search for the following: 

-**CIA World Factbook** 

-U.S. Department of State 

-Ancestry.com 

-CREDIBLE sources** 

 



Example Works Cited 

 

Author’s last name, First name. "Greece." World Geography: Understanding a Changing World. ABC-CLIO, 

2000. Web. 23 Mar. 2015. 

 

"National Flag of Greece." Greece Flag. N.p., n.d. Web. 23 Mar. 2015. 

 

"Six Stereotypes Greeks Can’t Shake." Greek Gateway. Greek Gateway Inc., 23 Mar. 2015. Web. 23 Mar. 

2015. 

 

"The World Factbook-Greece." Central Intelligence Agency. Central Intelligence Agency, 22 June 2014. Web. 

11 Feb. 2015. 

 

Part 5: Mini/informal class presentation- No PowerPoint/getting up in front of the room is necessary (you 

can answer these ahead of time if you would like to have them prepared/written out to read)  

• We will go around the room and you will answer the following: 

1. What was one thing you learned about yourself/family you thought was interesting? 

2. What was the most interesting thing you learned about the country you researched? 

 

Due date: ___________________________ 
 

 

My Nationalism Rubric 
Part 1 (TYPED- WORD) 

Questions answered in full complete sentences,  

with sufficient research and detail.  _____/10 points  

 

Part 2: Research (TYPED- WORD, POWERPOINT OR POSTER) 

• Questions answered fully and detailed 

• Displays knowledge about chosen country _____/20 points  

 

Part 3 (TYPED- WORD) 

Artifact        _____/10 Points 

Paragraph explaining artifact    _____/5 points 

     

Part 4 (TYPED- WORD) 

Works cited       _____/5 points  

 

Part 5 

Mini Class Presentation     _____/5 points 

Class work Points      _____/5 points 

 

Total       _____/60 points  

 

Comments:  


